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Executive Summary:

Time – as they say – is money. It is not an uncommon fact that lawyers today spend unnecessary
amounts of time seeking out information, and therefore unnecessary amounts of money. In well‐
established fields, change is often slow; perhaps none more so than in the legal world. Though
progress is being made, uptake has been rather slow, much to the dismay of those in the
information management business.
Conversely to its cousin, case management, matter management should be thought of more in
terms of low‐volume but high‐value information. The process thus lends itself nicely to forming
centralized systems within organizations. It is so pervasive as to allow users to make decisions (e.g.

conflict resolution) before matters are even opened, and can maintain a high level of time data
accuracy and transparency via unalterable fundamental data.
From innovative and simple interfaces to enhanced reporting tools, from notification systems to
customizable workflows, triumphs within matter management have enabled companies to become
more efficient by saving time and money, and to engage stakeholders in a meaningful way.
Redefining Matter Management: A Best Practice Guide to Improving Processes and Profitability is a
collection of case studies that highlights some of the most important achievements and ideas in the
field today. It is split into 10 chapters.
In Chapter 1, Aileen Leventon, principal at Edge International, outlines how law departments can
effectively implement legal project management (LPM) as a tool for enhancing performance and
adding value to their services. She describes the role of the legal department with reference to its
inherent challenges, and breaks it down into five questions – why, what, when, how, and who. To
round off, she runs through the four stages through which all legal matters flow – intake, planning,
execution, and review – and outlines the various tools that can be leveraged to manage them.
Further building on the theme of legal project management in Chapter 2, Barbara Boake, national
practice leader at McCarthy Tetrault, and Rick Kathuria, national director, project management
office and legal innovation at Gowling WLG, outline a framework that can help lawyers manage the
two‐fold responsibility of performing the legal work itself and managing the work within a budget.
This framework divides a legal project into its component project parts (as opposed to its
substantive legal parts) as follows: define, plan, monitor and evaluate.
Catherine MacDonagh, CEO and founder at the Legal Lean Sigma Institute, relates the foundational
concepts of Lean Six Sigma to various approaches to matter management in Chapter 3. She touches
on the application of Lean Six Sigma to loan services, and how process improvement can be
integrated within project management, auditing and litigation. She uses real‐world cases at various
firms and interweaves them with the theory behind process improvement to form a clear picture of
the opportunistic and systematic approaches to employing the methodology, and how to deliver
greater value from them.
Chapter 4 looks at how elements of project management, Lean Six Sigma, and knowledge
management (KM) can complement one another to drive a process improvement program. We see
how Littler Mendleson approached challenges and opportunities to reengineer their case
management processes, create a new approach and learn valuable insights along the way. Via the
“define, measure, analyze, improve, control” (DMAIC) methodology, a core tool in Lean Six Sigma,
Scott Rechtschaffen, the firm’s chief knowledge officer, provides examples from law firms that have
successfully employed both the full approach and the accelerated kaizen method to streamline their
processes and boost profits.
Law firm KM succeeds when lawyers use it throughout their matters and when knowledge collection
requires minimal extra work. However, matters are not static – they evolve through time. It is
therefore necessary to focus on the entire matter lifecycle to genuinely understand and improve the
underlying “assembly line” of processes. Chad Ergun, chief information officer at Davis Graham &

Stubbs LLP, focuses on data‐driven KM and matter lifecycle management in Chapter 5, and shows
how matter lifecycle management can be used as a means of combining past management
experience and data analytics into an integrated decision‐making approach that enables firms to be
more competitive.
We see how the development of an innovation strategy is much more than a marketing device in
Chapter 6 as Keith Lipman, progenitor of Matter Centricity and co‐founder of Prosperoware, and
Toby Brown, chief practice officer at Atkin Gump walk you step by step through matter taxonomy,
matter types, matter sub‐types and the matter task‐coding process. They give a detailed explanation
of how to use matter management to capture critical data and take knowledge management to a
new, strategic level.
Director of strategic pricing and project management at Pepper Hamilton LLP, Peter Lane Secor,
gives an overview of componentized pricing in Chapter 7. After a practical and succinct summary of
componentized data, he discusses how to go about collecting it with reference to matter
management and data collection systems in order to create a cost‐beneﬁt analysis, and how to
implement that as a communication tool between ﬁrms and their clients. As clients start to
scrutinize their legal spend more, Secor stresses, the importance of having a living document that
details the exact cost and value of each activity and resource increases in line.
Chapter 8 has Sally Dyson, director at Firm Sense Limited guide us through the fundamentals needed
to truly understand the cost of conducting matters, all the way from understanding why budgets are
necessary, through showing how to create a matter budget, to tools that enable firms to execute
them effectively.
Anthony Davis and Wendy Wen Yum Chang reflect on the concept of “bad revenue” in Chapter 9,
and how firms are moving away from the “any work is profit” mentality to explore how they can use
the client intake process to boost profitability. They bring to light to the fact that, with proper client
management and the confidence to reject those clients destined to be unprofitable, a firm can make
significant improvements to its profits and explain how firms can take steps towards automating
their client intake processes.
Finally, Peter Bennett, partnership executive officer, explains how Bates Wells Braithwaite
implemented a matter level risk management system in Chapter 10 and, by assessing risk at matter
level, saved the ﬁrm £6m in insurance premiums. He makes the case for leveraging existing
technology to improve operational risk management and making risk management part of the fee‐
earning process.
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